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Sleepless In Austin…
Can you help me find the girl of my dreams?

10-02-2013 What is Racism?

10-02-2013 What is Racism & who is a Racist? Due to the feedback that I have gotten, I think now is a good time to think about what Racism is to ME & also what
Racism is to YOU because I feel that many are defining it differently than I do.

In the dictionary I found the following definition:

“The belief that all members of each race possess characteristics or abilities specific to that race, especially so as to distinguish it as inferior or superior to another
race or races.”

Now of course everyone is different, and everyone thinks different, and a word or concept dosen’t always mean the same thing to everyone, nor does everyone live
within the confines of the authority of dictionaries. So with that said I will now tell you what my definition and concept of a racist and racism is…

A racist is someone that does not believe that all races were created equal.
A racist is someone that has hatred/dislike in his heart for an entire race based on skin color alone.
A racist is someone that has the power or authority to deny people of their rights or oppress them in some way and does so to people based soley upon their race.

Those 3 statements above sum up to me the entire words racism & racist to me, no more, no less, that’s what it means to me.

A person’s actions, as bad as they may be, can not always mean that someone is indeed a racist. It may be a clue or a red flag, but until there’s proof that one of
the above 3 statements I made above has happened then it’s NOT racism.

Examples of what is NOT racism…

Calling a Black person the N Word or any other name, does not constitute as racism unless the person doing the name calling, calls ALL people in that race that
word all the time or unless that person feel superior to ALL people within that race, or unless that person has hatred in his heart for ALL people in that race.

Being mean, rude, arrogant, impolite, etc, etc, is not the same thing as being Racist.

If I say a particular Black person has features that remind me of a Gorilla, that may come off as rude and hurtful, and mean, to that person, but it is NOT racist,
especially if it’s used by me as a adjective and not a racial slur.

But, even racial slurs are not racist. Axl Rose, the singer of Guns & Roses had a song called One In A Million in which he used the N Word in the lyrics. This is
NOT a Racist song because Axl is just using that word for 3 specific people, and he wanted to use the most hateful word he could think of so he chose the N Word
because they were thieves trying to steal from him, and it’s a good thing to hate thieves, no matter what race they are. Axl Rose is Not a Racist, he is my brother
from another mother, and I am not racist either!

People are TOO sensitive these days. People need to grow thicker skin and stop trying to use Racism as a crutch. Racism is practiaclly non-existent in this day &
time!

Again, just because a person is a jerk, it dosen’t always mean they are racist too.

There are good poeple & bad people in all races.

Just because a person is not sexually attracted to anyone in the Black race, just because someone thinks everyone in the Black race looks unattractive visually,
that does NOT make him a racist.

Just because a person does not believe in mixing with Blacks and having sex or kids with them, it does not make them a racist, it’s just their personal, taste, their
personal opinions.

Just because a man dosen’t want to date a white woman that has ever been intimate with a Black person does NOT make him racist. It just means he has his own
personal standards, and he wants a woman that also believes in those higher standards. (standards such as not being intimate with extremely unattractive people)
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Posted October 2, 2013 at 11:44 pm by JdotLeezy | Permalink

Totes agree, Romes. People be cray.

Posted October 2, 2013 at 11:53 pm by Uncle Chaps | Permalink

It’s not racist if someone says “I dont like Mexican food.” I dont see why it’s any different if you prefer not to have sex with a
Mexican. It’s all taste.

Posted October 3, 2013 at 12:02 am by SteveNotChad | Permalink

Are your teeth white supremists?

Posted October 3, 2013 at 1:09 am by Devin | Permalink

serious question, how much success have you gotten from this?
i mean really… if you take the stuff about black people off then you wont come off as such a jerk. We get you dont like black girls
and OK thats a preference.. but the side comments are totally unecessary dont you think? for example,”just because someone
thinks everyone in the Black race looks unattractive visually, that does NOT make him a racist”
first of all, im not sure why a white woman would NEED to know that if shes trying to have a relationship with you.
Second of all, calling the whole black race ugly is something you should REALLY keep to yourself, if you love being an insensitive
jerk to an entire race then i suggest you keep that under the rug.
thirdly, im not sorry to say this, you are really not that attractive… like at all. Your attitude doesnt help you out either. I mean, you
should be grateful someone even glances at this page because your photos are god awful and you have the NERVE to say you
dont want someone overweight but you have a huge beer belly and sweaty hair. great job dude. the only reason i even found this
page is because a tumblr post with thousands of reblogs and likes on it IS MAKING FUN OF YOU. for your sake, and if you would
LIKE to find a woman, you need to take this stupid comment, RACIST, ignorant shit down.
All you had to say was “im not attracted to black women” THATS ALL. and you know whats funny, im not even black and i think
what you said was disgusting.

Posted October 3, 2013 at 2:09 am by Johnny Shitforbrains | Permalink

You are really smart and make a lot of valid points. This is exactly the kind of intelligent discourse we need more of in 2013, what
with that visually disgusting gorilla and his family rubbing their stinkyness and blackness all over the WHITE (yeah right) house. If
you wouldn’t date a girl who has been with a black man (and who would – JESUS!?) imagine being the next president! I’d make
them tear down the oval office and rebuild it before i’d step foot in there LOL!! -jfb

I mean it’s not just race, I wouldn’t ever want to have anything to do with a woman that ever had a past relationship with a extremely fat man either like say 400 lbs
or more, nor would I ever date a woman that’s ever had sex with a man that’s 35 years older than her! I would find all of that visually disgusting and below my
standards.

Also just because you display the Confederate Flag, it does NOT mean you support Slavery.

To mean the Flag represents Southern Rock like Lynryd Skynrd, Southern hospitality, Southern food, the South in general.

Also to elaborate further on equality, Yes we are all born equal, but as we get older things changes and some people become superior to others. Example, once a
person decides to do drugs or break laws, they are no longer my equal, they are beneath me.

I don’t go out in public and try and force my opinions or beliefs on others, so stop trying to force me to think the way you do. I will NEVER change how I feel about
this. NEVER!!!!
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Posted October 3, 2013 at 2:40 am by Venusflytrap | Permalink

You say say your standards include not being intimate with anyone who has ever had slept with anyone who was extremely
unattractive. “Attractive” is a subjective word. I mean, some people (myself included) find YOU extremely unattractive and I would,
personally, rather have sex with an actual gorilla.

Posted October 3, 2013 at 4:45 am by cj | Permalink

you can play semantics with the labels all you want, sunny jim, but at the end of the day what is clearly evident is that you are a
Horrible Fucking Person.

Posted October 3, 2013 at 6:12 am by Jules | Permalink

Romero,

I don’t think the problem is what you say but how you said it. You are entitled to your opinions, likes and dislikes and you don’t
need anyone’s approval or permission. You are a grown man. As long as you aren’t hurting anyone, or breaking any laws, what
does it matter what anyone else thinks ? Live and let live. We all have our own preferences and standards when it comes to dating
and relationships. Normally, that information is not broadcast to the world. It is something we keep confidential or share with a few
close friends. That was your mistake and that is what you are being judged by. I learned the hard way that people can not handle
too much honesty and very few people are real with themselves about who they are or aren’t. At least you are thinking about these
issues. Most people rather pretend it all away.

I do have to advise you, Romeo that no one is perfect. We are all flawed in one way or another. And for you to expect perfection or
a standard from someone else that you can not apply to yourself, is only setting you up for disappointment and failure.

Posted October 3, 2013 at 6:56 am by Jules | Permalink

Opinions are like assholes, everyone has one. Live and let live as long as you aren’t hurting anyone. Also, sorry about the typo.

Posted October 3, 2013 at 11:49 am by Jamie | Permalink

Do you find it difficult to reconcile your hatred of the black race with your daily use of jerry curl products?

Posted October 3, 2013 at 12:59 pm by fs | Permalink

i’m glad you agree that you are a jerk.

Posted October 3, 2013 at 1:49 pm by Wilson Fisk | Permalink

Hey nurd, being the coool guy I am, I happen to know a lot about psychology and the inner workings of the mysterious human
brain trodes. I was wonderin’ if you have da aspergers or perhaps an acute case of the ’tism. I find your lack of empathy and
understanding tingling with the signs of such. That is why I have DEDUCED… you are NOT a racist.

just a sperg

Posted October 3, 2013 at 5:25 pm by Tom | Permalink

So Axl Rose, the non-racist woman-beating drug taker is beneath you as well as your brother from another mother? Complicated
stuff going on inside your head, Romeo. Think the stress of it is manifesting in your teeth.

Posted October 4, 2013 at 1:00 pm by Richard | Permalink

Hi, I’m Richard, I perfectly agree with you and fully support your views!. Never mind the people who are against, time will show
they are all wrong. I used to live in Canada for 27 years then after that I moved to Rochester, NY and could only hold on living
there for less than a year. Eventually I moved to Europe where Multi-Kulti is not the Idea they are after like in North America – big
relief for me. As far as different people goes, the “ability” as you mentioned make the big difference and I only have this to say:
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White people create things, Black on the other hand, only consume things – that is not about racist. And yes, you have a right to
like or dislike things you do or think, best of luck to you!

Posted October 8, 2013 at 4:34 am by Smitty | Permalink

It’s a shame that you too see things with a shallow perspective. God has shown us this ever-growing universe, and you, being
born in this era of time have a chance to see the long journey human civilization has trekked, and you still have no clue!

BTW, next time you use your cell phone, a/c, gas mask, fire extinguisher, or are guided by a traffic light with a working motor
in your vehicle, don’t bother thanking black “people,” thank God that He cares for all, and uses all to benefit all, so all praise
goes to H!m

Posted October 4, 2013 at 6:18 pm by Concerned In Austin | Permalink

Jules – I don’t know you and have never met you, but I think you’re a VERY wise person. My hat is off to you and I wish I can give
you a huge Texas hug. You gave Romeo very good advice here and on his other blogs and I’m sure he will take it to heart.

I met Romeo this last Sunday night and I found him to be very sweet and gentlemanly. He is NOT a horrible person. If wanting to
find a girlfriend to love makes him horrible, then all of us are.

The haters who think Romeo is horrible are the ones who are horrible, not him. (And see, I’m passing judgment on them just by
what they’ve written and it doesn’t make me any better than they are – dammit!) I would rather be in his company anytime and
anyplace than with any of these people. You can see what their true selves are in what they’ve written and it truly concerns me.
Frankly, I’m sick and tired of the lynch mob mentality I’ve seen on Romeo’s blog, articles written about him, interviews with him,
etc.

With that said, people need to stop being bullies by calling Romeo names, make fun of his appearance, his preferences, whether
he deserves love, etc. Take a look at Keith Richards – he’s not what I would call Mr GQ, but he has a gorgeous former-supermodel
wife. If he can find a beautiful woman who loves him for who he is on the inside and not what’s on the outside, then Romeo can
too.

Posted October 4, 2013 at 11:11 pm by THe Dude | Permalink

Hi there,
You must be a dome ass, i just read your comment in search of your future wife.
You state “black”, 3 times, you must be overly concerned about the colour.
Your picture with your old GF make you look like a neo-Nazi. I don’t know who you think you are but get a life.

Posted October 5, 2013 at 12:24 am by Anonymous | Permalink

It’s probably a good thing that you don’t want children because the world is better off without people like you.

Posted October 5, 2013 at 3:32 am by Cami | Permalink

Sweetheart, someone with a face and personality as unattractive as yours cannot afford to be as picky as you are. You need to
learn to settle for someone in your own league, or you will end up alone for the rest of your life. As long as there are people in this
world like you, racism will be alive and well. It’s sad how you cannot come to terms with your own racism, and it makes you look
extremely ignorant and uneducated. Bless your little heart.

Posted October 8, 2013 at 3:33 am by Smitty | Permalink

As a black man I still find your “preferences” comical at best. I’m not offended, I’ve dealt w/ real racism most of my life and it’s
pitiful. Although, you do contradict yourself, i respect that you’re up front & honest about it. I do not remotely share any of your
views, & i say this not to empower you, but there’s something that i appreciate in people: Willingness to shoot-straight.

I believe in Jesus Christ, i’m not afraid to mention it nor do i force it upon others. With His teachings I’ve learned to see things in
His infinite perspective, things such as race, gender, physique and cultural habits are finite. What matters is the person’s heart, and
thankfully my folks raised me to look for that first which has revealed to me so many truths in life that God created us to live by. I
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wish the same for you. I’ve been married and have a wonderful baby girl; both my wife’s and daughter’s beauty is obvious on the
outside, the lasting beauty dwells within. Until you look at people for what’s within your end will always be failure. These aren’t my
words, take it from the Creator of this magnanimously gorgeous universe! All the best, guy

Posted October 9, 2013 at 10:14 am by none of your biz | Permalink

You say that you won’t date any Black girls, but you WOULD date hispanic girls. This proves that you are VERY ignorant because
most hispanic races have BLACK (or AFRICAN) blood in their veins. Where do you think they get their brown pigment from? I
myself am half Puerto Rican and the Puerto Ricans in my family have European and African blood. So you obviously don’t know
what you are talking about. You racist fuck. You just don’t like black people. maybe it’s because you know if a chick has been with
a black man then she will have fucked a dick bigger than yours.

Posted October 9, 2013 at 11:02 am by romeoroseblues@yahoo.com | Permalink

My sexual preference has NOTHING to do with the amount of Black BLOOD a woman has in her or not, it has to do with how
dark her skin is, and also if she has any of the other physical characteristics that many African Americans are naturally born
with, big lips, big nose, kinky coarse hair etc etc.

It’s a visual thing.

And it also has NOTHING to do with the size or mythical size of a African American mans penis…. In fact, I would rather a
woman sleep with 12 White men that all have penises that are 12 inches long and very thick, than to sleep with one single
African American man that has a smaller penis of only 5 inches! That’s how much it disgusts me to think of a woman having
sex with someone that LOOKS like African American men look, it’s all about the VISUAL thing, not the BLOOD thing.

And I am not Racist, YOU are just ignorant.

Posted October 9, 2013 at 2:57 pm by Misty | Permalink

You ARE racist! Look at the shit you just said!
You won’t even go out with a woman that has gone out with a black man! Well you know what? I hope a white woman robs you
and beats you to death. You are vile, not to mention you look like a horse. And thank you for not having children. Your kind needs
to die off. Quickly.

Posted October 10, 2013 at 10:10 am by Female | Permalink

Having sex with is you is beastieality because you look like a giraffe. You will never be in any kind relationship so you might as well
kill yourself as soon as possible and trust me you won’t be missed.

Posted October 11, 2013 at 7:48 am by Sienna | Permalink

You are a sad man. At first I paused when I read your comment. Then I got a look at the “Visual”. You have mongloid features.
That long face of yours, long nose, thick lips, scraggly hair. Oh yeah, you definitely need to get a DNA quick and check your own
bloodline. As a white woman, I rather eat feces than spend a minute alone with you. I do have to applaud you for providing us with
a visual. I think I might have been slightly interested until I got a look at you.

Posted October 11, 2013 at 7:50 am by Cartel1982 | Permalink

As someone once said to Indiana Jones, you oughta be in a museum.
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